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1 Introduction
Databases are fully replicated in order to get two complementary features: performance improvement and
high availability. Performance can be improved when a database is replicated since each replica can serve
read-only accesses without requiring any coordination with the rest of replicas. Thus, when most of the
application accesses to the data are read-only, they can be served locally and without preventing accesses
in the same or other replicas. Moreover, with a careful management, the failure of one or more replicas
does not compromise the availability of the database.
Initially, database replication management was decomposed into two tasks: concurrency control and
replica control, usually solved by different protocols. The solutions of the non-replicated domain were
evolved into distributed concurrency control protocols [5], taking as their base either the two-phase-locking
(2PL) or some timestamp-ordering protocol. Replica control management was based on voting techniques
[11]. These voting techniques assign a given number of votes to each replica, usually one, and require that
each read access collects a read quorum (i.e., “r” votes) and each write access a write quorum (i.e., “w”
votes). The database must assign version numbers to the items being replicated, and the values of “r” and
“w” must ensure that r+w is greater than the total number of votes, and that “w” is greater than a half of
the amount of votes. Thus, it can be guaranteed that each access to the data reaches at least one copy with
the latest version number for each item. This ensured consistency, but the communication costs introduced
by these techniques were high.
Voting replica-control protocols were still used in the next decade, boosting their features and including
also management for system partition handling when dynamic voting approaches were included [14].
However, replication management is not so easy to achieve when both concurrency and replica control
are merged, since what the replica control protocols do for ensuring consistency has to be accepted by the
concurrency control being used. Deadlocks and transaction abortions are common when both protocols are
joined. So, it seems adequate to find better solutions for this global management, i.e., replication protocols
that consider both concurrency and replica controls. A first example of this combined technique is [21],
where a special kind of voting algorithm is combined with timestamp-based concurrency control. However,
his solution still relies on simple communication primitives, and is not efficient enough, both in terms of
response time and abortion rate. Note that efficient total order broadcast protocols were not produced until
the middle eighties [6], and they could not be used in these first stages.
So, new replication techniques were introduced for databases, as an evolution of the process replication
approaches found in distributed systems. Thus, depending on the criteria being used, several classifications
are possible [12, 22]. The proposal of [23], distinguishing five different techniques (active, weak-voting,
certification-based, primary copy and lazy replication) will be followed here. In all these techniques, the
protocols need a reliable total order broadcast in order to propagate the transaction updates. This is the
regular way for achieving replica consistency in any distributed application.
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2 Active Replication
In the active replication technique, the client initially submits a transaction request to one of the replicas.
Such delegate replica broadcasts the request to all replicas and all of them process the transaction from its
start. Note that different transactions can use different delegate replicas. This technique requires complete
determinism in the execution of a transaction, since otherwise the resulting state could be different among
replicas. In order to easily develop this model, transactions can be implemented as stored procedures.
Note that all transaction operations or parameters should be known before such transaction is started, being
propagated in its starting broadcast.
The main advantage of this technique is that the support for executing transactions can be the same
in both delegate and non-delegate replicas. On the other hand, its disadvantages consist of (1) requiring
determinism in the transaction code, and (2) compelling read operations to be executed in all replicas, losing
the possibility of balancing reads among replicas, and thus compromising one of the best performance
improvements of database replication.
This technique is a direct translation of the active replication model for distributed systems. It has not
been directly used for database replication, but there are some adaptations that have eliminated several of its
intrinsic problems, improving its performance and behavior. One of such approaches is the Database State
Machine [20] that uses deferred updates, i.e., it delays the synchronization/broadcast point until commit is
requested in the delegate replica.

3 Weak-Voting Replication
In the weak-voting replication technique, the delegate replica initially executes the complete transaction,
and when the application requests its commitment, its writeset is collected and broadcast to all replicas
(including the delegate one). Once such writeset is delivered, the replication protocol evaluates if there
is any conflict with any previously committed transaction. If so, the transaction is aborted. Otherwise it
is accepted and committed. Once the termination decision has been taken, a second message is broadcast
communicating to the other replicas its result (commit or abort). The non-delegate replicas can not decide
by themselves, and they should wait such a second broadcast in order to complete such transaction.
The advantages of this technique are: (1) no readset should be broadcast in order to decide the outcome
of a transaction, since read-write conflicts can be evaluated in the delegate replicas; i.e., the readset of
the local transaction against the writesets of the remote ones, (2) read-only transactions can be locally
executed and completed in their delegate replicas, without needing any broadcast. On the other hand,
its main inconvenience consists in needing two broadcasts in order to complete an updating transaction,
although the second one does not need to be totally ordered. Note that the other techniques only need a
single broadcast per transaction.
This technique is particularly suitable for replication protocols ensuring the serializable isolation level,
since such level needs to evaluate read-write conflicts, and they do not demand readset propagation in this
technique. The SER protocol of [15] is a good sample of this kind of replication approach.

4 Certification-Based Replication
The certification-based technique shares some characteristics with the weak-voting one, but using a symmetrical transaction evaluation approach; i.e., letting each replica to individually decide the outcome of
each transaction. To this end, this technique needs to total-order broadcast the transaction readset and
writeset when its commit is being requested by the user application. As a result, when such message is
delivered, all replicas share the same historic list of delivered messages and can look for conflicts with
concurrent transactions in the same way. This eliminates the need of a second reliable broadcast for announcing the outcome of each transaction. Note, however, that this validation/certification process needs
both readsets and writesets in order to work; at least, when read-write conflicts should be evaluated.
Hopefully, not all isolation levels demand read-write conflict evaluation. Indeed, the snapshot isolation
[3] level (or SI, for short) only needs to check for write-write conflicts. So, the certification-based technique
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has been mainly used in order to provide such isolation level. Examples of this kind of protocols are
[9, 16, 18].

5 Primary Copy Replication
In the primary copy replication technique all transactions are forwarded to and executed by a single replica,
the primary one. The other replicas are only its backups or secondaries, and apply the updates of writing
transactions before they are committed in the primary. Since this approach easily overloads the primary
replica, read-only transactions can also be applied in secondary replicas, thus balancing the load.
At a glance, the main problem of this technique is its lack of scalability, since updating transactions
should be executed by a single replica and this compromises its performance. However, this also introduces
some performance gains, since this kind of effort removes the need of coordination among multiple replicas
in order to decide the outcome of each transaction. Moreover, since local concurrency control can be used,
conflicting transactions improve their probability of success since a pessimistic concurrency control (e.g.,
2PL) can be employed.
Indeed, [19] have used the primary copy technique in order to increase the performance of a middlewarebased data replication system. To this end, they divide the database into a set of conflict classes, and assign
a master replica to each of such classes; i.e., playing the primary role for such conflict class. Each incoming transaction is forwarded by its delegate replica to its associated master replica, once the items to be
accessed are known. Thus, the load can be easily balanced, and the concurrency control can be locally
managed by each master replica. As a result, the performance is highly increased.

6 Lazy Replication
Lazy replication propagates the updates of a transaction once it has already committed. This allows a fast
transaction completion, but does not always ensure replica consistency and may lead to a high abort rate.
Despite its disadvantages, this technique has been used in several commercial DBMSs and it is the main
option when mobile or disconnected databases are considered.
If any replica can update directly its local data, transmitting later the updates to other replicas, concurrent load may lead to a high abort rate. For concurrency control purposes, a timestamp-based solution can
be used. There have not been many replication protocols of this kind, being [13] one of the exceptions.
However, its solution is not completely lazy, but hybrid, since the number of replicas that receive the updates before commit time is configurable. In its purely lazy configuration, the abort rate is reduced using
an empirical expression that forecasts the probability that a data item was outdated, before it is locally
accessed. All computations needed in these expressions use locally collected data. If such a probability
exceeds a dynamically-set threshold, the data item is updated from its owner replica. Such owner replica
always maintains the latest version of the item. Different items may have different owner replicas. Note
that when the protocol arrives to its voting termination stage, the probability of success is improved.
In lazy primary copy protocols, since the accesses are always managed by the same replica, such a
replica may use any local concurrency control approach for avoiding conflicts between transactions. Primary copy solutions have been used in some commercial database systems, for instance Sybase Replication
Server 11 [7]. In these systems two trends can be found. The first one uses replication to ensure only availability, not to improve performance. In such cases, the replicas behave as standby copies of the primary
replica. In the second one, replication is mainly used to enhance performance, and serializable consistency
is not maintained. Note that most applications can be perfectly run with relaxed consistency modes, or isolation levels. Indeed, the default isolation level of most relational DBMSs is not “serializable”, but “read
committed” (for instance, in PostgreSQL). Another sample of lazy primary copy replication protocol is the
one being described by [8] for providing the snapshot isolation level.

7 Future Trends
Several emerging lines of research in the database replication field can be distinguished:
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Load balancing : In order to improve performance, one of the key issues consists in balancing the load
being received by each server replica. Several approaches have been tried in this research line,
considering different parameters that rule the replica assignment: memory usage [10], transaction
lengths [17], transaction scheduling [1], etc. One of the promising approaches in load balancing
is the distribution of transactions based on their conflicts. Thus, inter-conflicting transactions are
placed in the same node, reducing their probability of abortion, since they will be managed by a
local (and pessimistic) concurrency control mechanism. Additionally, non-conflicting transactions
can be placed on lightly loaded replicas. The combination of both approaches has generated good
results in [24].
Support for multiple isolation levels : Current database replication protocols have focused on supporting
a single isolation level, but DBMSs have always supported multiple levels. This allows the application designer to select the most appropriate level for each transaction, improving their response time,
since transactions that use relaxed isolation levels seldom get blocked. Our groups have published
some initial works in this area [4, 2].
Scalability : Although there have been some interesting results [19] improving the scalability of data
replication systems, further work is still needed in this area.

8 Conclusion
Database replication had commonly used lazy protocols in commercial DBMSs, ensuring thus good performance, but without guaranteeing full replica consistency. This may lead to some transaction losses in case
of failure. To overcome these problems, eager replication protocols with group communication support
have been proposed in the last decade. The use of total order broadcast protocols has allowed the development of new kinds of eager replication: weak-voting and certification-based techniques. Such solutions are
able to ensure one-copy serializability with a performance similar to lazy protocols, with better (although
still limited) scalability and lower abort rates. However, these solutions are not applied to commercial
database management systems, yet.
Future trends in database replication research should focus on providing support for multiple isolation
levels at once, and on further improving system scalability.
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